Going to a Hockey Game
A Social Narrative
I am going to an ice arena to watch a hockey game!

The arena is big! I will make sure to stay with my family while we find our seats.

The arena may be cold. I can wear my sweatshirt, jacket or gloves if I need to.

There may be loud music, people cheering loudly, or banging on the glass. If the noise bothers me, I can cover my ears, or ask for noise-reducing headphones.

I will watch two teams play against each other. Both teams will wear jerseys, protective equipment and helmets.
The goalie will try to keep the other team from getting the puck in the goal.

A siren will flash when one team makes a goal. Sometimes there will be a loud noise with that siren.

The referee may blow their whistle if a player has committed a foul. The player may have to leave the game until their penalty is over.

The teams will take breaks between periods. A Zamboni might come onto the rink to make the ice smooth again.

When the game is over, I will stay with my family as we exit the arena.